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Abstract - In this paper presents that the LwIP stack has better performance, comparable with the TCP/IP stack 

implementation in various operating systems .The Internet of Things (IoT) allows for the interconnection between the 

virtual world of computers and the physical world of our everyday lives. Recent advances in the field of sensor networks 

and the standardization of Internet protocols for constrained environment allow for the seamless integration of low-power 

sensor nodes into the Internet with Web-based Services. One of the information model SensorML standard to describe the 

sensors processes. The Proposed design implementation the LwIP Ethernet stack protocol designed hardware platform of 

two nodes such as a ARM Cortex M3&A8. Transmission of sensor data through Ethernet medium to the host device 

which is based on SensorML with Apache Tom Cat server to represent the client subscribed application data. 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Today, a large number of heterogeneous devices are used to enable communication between real worlds based on the 

M2MArchitecture Specific - IoT. Sensor Model Language (SensorML) is one of SWE standard information model, based on the 

SensorML specifies a model and XML-encoding for the description of all kinds of sensor system related processes. The processes 

can be atomic or composite and allow a detailed description of a process including a listing of various parameters such as ( inputs, 

outputs,  and process methods) they are capable of describing the metadata of sensor system, observing a phenomenon and 

returning an observed value. Also the SensorML process model can be executed by the related engine. In other words, the 

SensorML information model is not just as a description model, but also a function model that can transform the raw observing 

phenomenon to post processed result. Due to the memory resource constrained of small embedded applications of transferring 

rate based on data light weight protocol (LwIP). When considering the node, we use LwIP as Ethernet protocol stack, by 

completing the transplantation of LwIP TCP/IP protocol stack on LPC1830 and Beagle bone Black based on this system design 

transferred real time sensor /various application data. It can be viewed through the SensorML based search engine. 

SYSTEM DESIGN: 
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II. RELATIVE SURVEYS 

 

                  [1]: In industry control field, the using of embedded web server on intelligence device, instrument and sensor to realize 

flexible remote control of monitoring and management based Internet search engine. Due to the complexity of implementation 

due to the full feature of TCP/IP stack in a Small embedded application to overcome the memory resource constrained in a 

application towards the target device to implement the Ethernet stack protocol for communicating the devices. It‟s designed the 

hardware platform with LPC2200 and RTL8019AS core with the embedded OS to avoid the limitation of time and performance. 

It is better to use the emulation layer interface between the layers of any operating system to configure and initialize the LwIP 

porting to Operating System. 

                  [2]:-As per the LwIP stack implemented on the embedded devices are ARM Cortex M3 processor based devices with 

Ethernet capabilities with that IP connectivity can be established using MODBUS. Smart grid architecture implemented has 

different kinds of energy sources can be represented by different parameters such as current, voltage, power, frequency etc....is 

controlled by internet enabled embedded design. Realtime Sensor data has to be updated into a server on the basis of Ethernet port 

on embedded devices (RJ45) to interface to the LPC1768 processor in order to establish an internet connection. 

                [3]: Smart home monitoring represents the device connected between two heterogeneous networks, gateway has 

powerful functions. Zigbee establishes the sensor data, status of the data can be upload to the server, gateway is use to convert the 

protocol between Zigbee & TCP/IP on the system design of hardware such as the 32 bit LM3S9896 microcontroller and RF chip 

cc520,open source TCP/IP protocol stack LwIP to ZIgbee protocol Stack 

A. FEATURES OF PROPOSED DESIGN: 

             Proposed Design represents the two different sensor nodes based on LwIP stack. Protocol  configuration on NGX to 

initialize the ping connection to make it enable the host device with the other side using TI-Startware using LwIPs by sending 

data transmission on both  the nodes client can access the data through sensorML based encoded data on the host device can 

be accessed through the web browser.  

     1.  Sensor Node-I:- 

                     It is based on ARM cortex-M3 is a general purpose 32 bit microprocessor, which offers high performance and low 

power consumption.Pipeline technique are employed so that all parts of the processing memory system can operate 

simulataneously.It Includes three -Lite buses the system bus,the I-code bus,and D-code bus.The I-code  and D-code core Buses 

allow for concurrent code and data accesses from different slave ports..It include upto 200kB of on-chip SRAM,a quad SPI Flash 

interface(SPIFI)etc.. 

 
Fig1 Ref ():http://akizukidenshi.com/download/ds/nxp/LPCXpresso_User_Manual_Xplorer_LPC1830.pdf 

         AS per the FIG(1): Ethernet port is available on LPC1830 has support of 10/100 Mbits/s, DMA support for both full-duplex 

and half duplex operation to configure LwIP stack protocol with the LPCOpen Stack library on the Ethernet  support by using 

LPC1830. 

 2.  Sensor   Node-II:  

                     The ARM Cortex-A8 processor is highly-optimized by ARM for performance and power efficiency. With the ability 

to scale in speed from 275MHz to 1.35GHz.Cortex-A8 processor is a dual-issue superscalar, achieving twice the instructions 

executed per clock cycle at 2 DMIPS/MHz.The ARM Cortex-A8 processor is highly-optimized by ARM for performance and 

power efficiency. With the ability to scale in speed from 275MHz to 1.35GHz.Cortex-A8 processor is a dual-issue superscalar, 

achieving twice the instructions executed per clock cycle at 2 DMIPS/MHz.ARM CortexTM-A8 is an ARMv7 compatible, dual-

issue, in-order execution engine with integrated L1 and L2 caches with NEONTM SIMD Media Processing Unit An Interrupt 

Controller is included in the MPU subsystem to handle host interrupt requests in the system. 

                     The MPU subsystem includes Core Sight compliant logic to allow the Debug Sub-system access to the CortexA8 

debug and emulation resources, including the Embedded Trace Macro cell. The MPU subsystem has three functional clock 

domains, including a high-frequency clock domain used by the CortexTM-A8. The high-frequency domain is isolated from the 

rest of the system by asynchronous bridges. AM335x uses Cortex A8 interrupt controller as an interface between different 

peripherals of the system and the Cortex A8 core interrupt lines. 

http://akizukidenshi.com/download/ds/nxp/LPCXpresso_User_Manual_Xplorer_LPC1830.pdf
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3. TI Starterware :- 

                  The main tasks of the StarterWare network interface layer are Network device initialization and the interface is done 

as part of the cpswif_init. This function is called when the network device is registered with the lwIP stack using netif_add. As 

part of the initialization, the netif output callbacks are registered and hardware initialization, including PHY and DMA 

initialization, is performed. To interface with the rest of the network, the device abstraction layer needs to be glued with a 

network stack that can form and interpret network packets. Starter Ware uses lwIP for this purpose because it has no OS 

dependency and supports many standard network protocols. The device abstraction hooks into the interface layer of lwIP. This is 

also referred to as the device-specific "port" or the Starter Ware-interface for lwIP.  

 
                             Fig(2) Ref:http://processors.wiki.ti.com/index.php/StarterWare_CPSW_Port_lwIP. 

 

4. Benefits of LwIP:-  

             

         LwIP is an open source networking stack designed for embedded systems. It is provided under a Berkeley Software 

Distribution (BSD) style license. Most TCP/IP implementations keep a strict division between the application layer and the lower 

protocol layers, whereas the lower layers can be more or less interleaved. In most operating systems, the lower layer protocols are 

implemented as a part of the operating system kernel with entry points for communication with the application layer process. The 

application program is presented with an abstract view of the TCP/IP implementation, where network communication differs only 

very little from inter-process communication or file I/O. LwIP consists of several modules. Apart from the modules implementation 

of entity the TCP/IP protocols (IP, ICMP, UDP, and TCP) a number of support modules are implemented. The support modules 

consists of the operating system emulation layer , the buffer and memory management subsystems , network interface functions  

and functions for computing the Internet checksum. The main advantage of having lwIP as a process is that is portable across 

different operating systems. 

 

5. Software Tool:- 

 

              The LPCXpresso IDE, a software development environment for creating applications for NXP‟s ARM based „LPC‟ 

range of MCUs.The range of LPCXpresso development boards, which each include a built-in „LPC-Link‟ or „LPC-Link2‟ debug 

probe.The LPCXpresso IDE is based on the Eclipse IDE,   

 

 

 

 

http://processors.wiki.ti.com/index.php/StarterWare_CPSW_Port_lwIP
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Fig(3):NXP LPC Link. 

6. SENSORML: 

SensorML provides standard models and an XML encoding for describing any process, including the process of measurement by 

sensors and instructions for deriving higher-level information from observations. Processes are entities that take one or more inputs 

and through the application of well-defined methods using specific parameters, results in one or more outputs. The process model 

defined in SensorML can be used to describe a wide variety of processes, including actuators, spatial transforms, and data processes, 

to name a few. SensorML also supports linking between processes and thus supports the concept of process chains, which are they 

defined as processes. 

 

Implementation of SensorML:- 

 
Fig:-(Ref)http://www.opengeospatial.org/ogc/markets-technologies/swe  
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SensorML is not dependent on the SWE framework and can be used on its own or in conjunction with other sensor system 

architectures. In much the same way that HTML and HTTP standards enabled the exchange of any type of information on the 

World Wide Web, the OGC Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) initiative is focused on developing standards to enable the discovery 

and exchange of sensor observations, as well as the tasking of sensor systems. 

 The functionality that has been targeted within a sensor web includes 

 Discovery of sensors and sensor observations that meet our needs. 

 Determination of a sensor‟s capabilities and quality of measurements. 

 Access to sensor parameters and processes that automatically allow software to file is called lwipopts.h and changes the 

default settings from opt.h. The other three header files are called cc.h, sys_arch.h and perf.h and contain OS and 

environment depended options.lwipopts.h In this file you can enable or disable parts of the stack, you can set the buffer 

sizes, and you can enable debugging. You can see a complete list of all options and their default settings in opt.h. Process 

and geolocate observations. 

 Retrieval of real-time or time-series observations and coverages in standard Encodings. 

 Tasking of sensors to acquire observations of interest 

 Subscription to and publishing of alerts to be issued by sensors or sensor services based upon certain criteria SensorML 

is a key component for enabling autonomous and intelligent sensor webs. SensorML provides the information needed for 

discovery of sensors, including the sensor‟s capabilities, location, and task ability. It also provides the means by which 

real- time observations can be geolocated and processed “on-the-fly” by SensorML-aware software. SensorML describes 

the interface and taskable parameters by which sensor tasking services can be enabled, and allows information about the 

sensor to accompany alerts that are published by sensor systems. Finally, intelligent sensors can utilize SensorML 

descriptions during on-board processing to process and determine the location of its observations. 

 

PROPOSED DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION of NODE 1: 

            To use the LwIP stack first we need to define some settings in four header files and optionally create a sys_arch.c for the 

OS emulation layer. The main configuration is LPCXpresso IDE:- The LPCXpresso IDE is based on the Eclipse IDE and features 

many ease-of-use and MCU specific enhancements. The LPCXpresso IDE also includes the industry standard ARM GNU tools 

enabling professional quality tools at low cost. The fully featured debugger supports both SWD and JTAG debugging, and 

features direct download to on-chip flash. When you first launch LPCXpresso IDE, you will be asked to select a Workspace, as 

shown. 

                     Step-1:- creating the workspace, A workspace is simply a directory that is used to store the projects we are currently 

working  on. 
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Step-2:-Import a project from LPCopen1830 .zip file.select a appropriate Project Explorer for LwIP from opt.h and tcpecho.c 

files. 

                        

 Step 3:-Build and Debug the tcpecho.c can be verified through console window. 

 

 
 

CONCLUSION 

Proposed design provides a integration techniques for web of things that can be recognized by the OGC-SWE standard of 

SensorML based LwIP Ethernet stack protocol can monitor the real time sensor data anywhere through web search engine. system 

design improve the transmission rate as much as possible from the hardware selection to software design by the Ethernet 

transmission not only improve the real time of system, but also provide the convenient way for data integration between Sensor 

nodes to host device.based on  SensorML. 
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